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Book 6 

  



 

The team has been captured by the security personnel at PsiFi 

International, a superhuman defense technology company located on 

the South Pacific island of Champagne Sands. They were mercilessly 

interrogated (it wasn’t that bad) by security until Stronghold broke. 

Meanwhile, Spider-Woman went in pursuit of her new comrades. 

Jessica stumbled onto the fact that her ex-husband, Chatting Marks, is 

the CEO of PsiFi. Jessica was thrown for a loop after being bombarded 

with a rush memories linking her origins with the enigmatic geneticist 

known as the High Evolutionary. While she tries to recover, the team is 

paraded in to meet Mr. Marks. 
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THE OFFICE OF CHATTING MARKS, PSIFI INTERNATIONAL 

 

ENIGMA, MOONDRAGON, STRONGHOLD and Blackhawke were led into Mr. Mark’s 

office by a gaggle of Psi-Fi security people, the sexy secretaries. Marks was with 

Jessica. They sat on a plush couch. Jessica was nursing a sherry while Chatting 

rubbed her back gently. He stood as the team came in the room. 

 

“There they all are, Jessica,” Chatting said as he approached the strange quartet. 

“Now we can sort all of this out.” He scanned the four faces approaching 

Moondragon first. “So, they say you call yourself Moondragon.” He passed by 

Stronghold. “I think I will just call you the Skrull. After all, what is a name to a 

shapeshifter?” He moved onto Asa. “And you are?” 

 

Asa already liked this Chatting. He hated Skrulls too it seemed. “Name’s 

Blackhawke.” 

 

“I thought we were calling you Nightwing.” Enigma leaned forward to say. 

 

Jessica looked up from her drink. “What happened to the Ebon Canary? Or was it 

Emerald?” 

 

Chatting looked at Asa. 

 

Asa pursed his lips and squinted his eyes. “Just call me Asa.” 

 

Chatting shrugged and moved onto the last. “And you are Em? Is that like the 

punctuation mark? Or do you run fast? Because, otherwise, I do not understand 

that nom de guerre.” 

 

“Actually, it’s Enigma. Jessica, are you alright?” 

 

The emotionally-fatigued SHIELD agent indicated yes with a nod.  

 

“Well, then, that makes quite the collection of characters.” Chatting moved away 

from the quartet and faced the ceiling-to-floor window that overlooked the green 

jungle and blue ocean beyond. “And this is where I answer your questions. I am, 

of course, Chatting Marks. If you haven’t heard of me that probably means you 

are poor. I am not poor. In fact, I am very rich. And with my money I enjoy life. 

And I make other people’s lives very enjoyable, especially beautiful women like 

the ones I employ, my ex-wife here, or even you two treasures,” he said gesturing 

towards Enigma and Moondragon. 

 

The team all dropped jaw when they heard Marks say ‘ex-wife’. 

 

“I will make short the tale that brings you here so that I can go about much more 

important affairs,” Chatting said with a flair of his hands. “Long ago, I came 



across great power in the form of the life essence of one Edgar Wyndham. Jessica 

was my wife at the time. My team of scientists imbued me with Wyndham’s 

essence and I became very, very powerful. I could evolve and devolve the human 

genome. This, to me, was beyond fantastic. You see, my company specializes in 

defense technology that negates superhuman powers. However, I never sold my 

tech on the open market since I’m afraid it would be weaponized. Let me be clear. 

I like superheroes. I mean, where in the world would we be if we didn’t have 

spandex-clad broads? However, I also believe we mere humans need appropriate 

defenses from all the telepaths, shapeshifters, web-slingers, shrinkers and other 

such people. After I was imbued with Wyndham’s essence, I suddenly saw the 

way to shut down that x-factor in humans. Or, in the case of Jessica here, turn it 

on.” 

 

“I remember now,” Jessica said. “After you were imbued...you told me about how 

you were going to make another hundred billion from this…” 

 

“Yes. And your SHIELD training kicked it. You felt SHIELD, a.k.a. the military, 

should be the decision-maker on such an important find. We disagreed. You 

proceeded to blow up the lab. I proceeded to lash out with the strange, new 

energies that consumed my soul. I mind-wiped you. But not without giving you 

two parting gifts. Your super-powers and an annulment.” Chatting smiled.  

 

“I recall returning to SHIELD. I had no idea how I got my powers. I didn’t even 

remember the time I spent with you. This is so hard to digest,” Jessica said.  

 

“But be happy.” Chatting explained, “You did do damage. The battle spent my 

new energies before I fully understood them. I ended up with a mental map of 

how to depower metahumans. I even managed to create a genetic bond between 

the technology my company creates and my life force. This is the key to the tech I 

sell. All of the technology must be built in my presence.  If I die, it stops working, 

no matter where in the universe it might go. And it can only be used for defensive 

purposes. And it is oh-so-potent.” 

 

Enigma surmised, “Hence, why all these businessmen are here. They want 

superhuman defense systems to protect their assets and their secrets.” 

 

“You will even do business with Hydra,” Asa said. “Don’t you have any 

scruples?” 

 

Chatting winked. “A lot of scruples actually. It was my R&D team that 

discovered the vessel now in my possession. They also noticed that the radiation 

from the vessel was nearly identical to my own mutated biosignature with but a 

slight variation in quantum frequency. This could indicate a connection to 

Wyndham. However, we could not open the ship. It has some sort of quasi-natural 

force field. My same team detected the cosmic anomaly that landed in San 

Francisco yesterday. We thought this might be the key to opening the vessel. As 



always, I like to keep a low profile. So I hired Hydra to recover the anomaly in 

exchange for access to my latest defense package.” He looked at Cy’vyll. “But 

seeing how they failed to make due on their part of the commitment, they will get 

nothing now.” He turned and touched a section of his desk. He pulled his finger 

up and widened his fingers with an artistic flair. A holographic monitor opened. 

Hydra was on screen. “Hello, Hydra Grand Poobah. You delivered a dud. A 

Skrull imposter posing as the cosmic anomaly. No cool tech for you.” 

 

The Hydra commander was extremely upset. He turned toward some masked 

agents to his rear. “Agent 479, is this true?” 

 

A very nervous Agent 479 appeared on screen. “I...I don’t know what they are 

talking about.” 

 

Enigma was worried. 479, Oly, was compromised.  

 

The commander said, “I am initiating a full spectrum scan for the anomalous 

readings.” His computer bleeped and blooped. “Egads! You’re right. I’m not 

sensing the anomaly anywhere on your island. We will deal with his traitor in our 

midst.” BLA-DOOP! his computer emitted. “However, we just picked up the 

anomaly on an intercept course for Champagne Sands.” 

 

Jessica’s eyes widened. K’os must have been returning with the quantum 

incubator. He was walking into a trap! 

 

Chatting crossed his arms and smugly said, “Great. Then make good on our deal. 

Bring me the anomaly. Then we will talk business.” He waved and the hologram 

disappeared. He looked at the team. “I have no qualms with you four. But you 

will stay interned until my deal is done.”  

 

The sexy secretaries tightened around the quarter of captives, grabbed their arms, 

and placed them in retraining holds.[Insert Return of the Jedi music here when 

Han and Luke were about to be thrown into the pit of Sarlacc.] Enigma gave 

glances to Moondragon, Asa and Stronghold. She hoped this group was up to the 

task at hand. She nodded at Stronghold and hoped he caught her meaning. 

 

The Skrull swiftly shifted into the thin-armed form of a Lakkote spotted ape. He 

dropped, slipping free from the grip of two secretaries. He grabbed one by the 

head with his large furred hands while kicking the other WHUMP! back over a 

chair. Moondragon flipped forward with Shao-Lum trained might. The two 

women restraining her could not help but be tossed onto their backs. Moondragon 

finished them both with downward pama strikes JAB! as Stronghold threw the 

other screaming lady across the room into Chatting Marks WHAM!  

 

Enigma struggled against her captors as she ordered, “Asa. Stronghold. Handle 

the secretaries.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcLAOcutuxs


 

Asa struggled to break free from the two ladies who had his hands twisted behind 

his back. “Yeah. Once Tera and Jenna stop with their Swedish massage. Ow!” 

 

“Moondragon, get into those computers and find that vessel!” Enigma said as she 

parried three blows from her attackers.   

 

Moondragon stepped over Chatting and began accessing the touch-sensitive 

computer embedded in the flat desk surface. She was in the system but it would 

be a formidable task to hack it for intelligence. She smiled at the challenge.  

 

Jessica dropped her drink K-TISHT! and stood. “Chatting, stop this now,” she 

said as she stood over him. She was barely holding it together emotionally. Her 

mind was already tripping over the fact that ΩFORCE was from another 

dimension and knew so much about her. Now, she was remembering the fact that 

she was once married to Chatting Marks. 

 

Chatting rose to his feet dusting off his brioni wool blend micro-striped slim fit 

suit. “You don’t come into my house and take charge, darling.” He snapped his 

fingers. The doors to his office slid open and another security detail ran into the 

fray. 

 

The armed-to-the-teeth secretaries flooded into the room like a batch of demonic 

banshees. Jessica was the closest and took a defensive karate stance, prepared to 

handle the three women coming at her. However, the Skrull shifted into a huge, 

red-skinned octopus. His arms slapped the mob of women away and into a wall-

full of liquor. KER-TASH! His other appendages snatched some of the other 

secretaries off of Enigma and Asa flinging them here and there.  

 

Enigma’s head was pressed to the floor CRUNCH by two remaining secretaries 

that kept her down. She heard Asa let out a guttural scream like a weightlifter 

performing a squat. She managed to catch a peek as he lifted the two women who 

held him up off of their feet. He started a football sprint and charged through the 

crowd of women. Asa remembered his old idol, Wolverine, as he waded through 

them using only his fists POW, elbows WHUD, knees OOMPH and forehead 

WHAK to dispatch the women off of himself and Enigma. 

 

Stronghold reverted to his Skrull form as he said to Asa. “You’re welcome.” 

 

Asa returned, “Screw you.” 

 

Moondragon was still working to access the computer on Chatting’s desk TAP 

TAP TAP when she noticed the last two katana-bearing secretaries heading her 

way. The ruckus in the room sent two battle batons rolling in her direction. The 

batons stopped at her feet. She used two quick kicks to deliver the fighting sticks 

into her right and left hands and flung them at her assailants. CHOK! CHOK! The 

http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=CC7GwlWnPVfTnBYKTxATTu5yAAsz7uKgHxM-asakBwPag0uwBCAQQASDJmKILKANgyZb7hsijoBmgAc_HmvIDyAEHqQKSVCGE2aKyPqoEJ0_QSjkQlfegOrhQHf2tO6u73Q-EElvf7sORERQvpz-VGGNLzBRSJoAFkE66BRMIqI265sGrxwIVxh-QCh0UAwZ5wAUFygUAoAYmgAfMh5oykAcBqAemvhvYBwHgEvLV9O6C3eOVRA&ei=lWnPVejuAsa_wASUhpjIBw&sig=AOD64_0oz7FkrZ1_oNCMDAuTkblnjU9oCA&ctype=5&clui=1&rct=j&q=&sqi=2&ved=0CCEQww9qFQoTCKiNuubBq8cCFcYfkAodFAMGeQ&adurl=http://www.luisaviaroma.com/brioni/men/suits/57I-3FG003/lang_EN%3Ffrom%3Dgshop%26shipto%3DUS%26shiptocurrid%3DUSD%26mkwid%3Ds_dc%26pcrid%3D45408199836%26pkw%3D%26pmt%3D
http://www.google.com/aclk?sa=l&ai=CC7GwlWnPVfTnBYKTxATTu5yAAsz7uKgHxM-asakBwPag0uwBCAQQASDJmKILKANgyZb7hsijoBmgAc_HmvIDyAEHqQKSVCGE2aKyPqoEJ0_QSjkQlfegOrhQHf2tO6u73Q-EElvf7sORERQvpz-VGGNLzBRSJoAFkE66BRMIqI265sGrxwIVxh-QCh0UAwZ5wAUFygUAoAYmgAfMh5oykAcBqAemvhvYBwHgEvLV9O6C3eOVRA&ei=lWnPVejuAsa_wASUhpjIBw&sig=AOD64_0oz7FkrZ1_oNCMDAuTkblnjU9oCA&ctype=5&clui=1&rct=j&q=&sqi=2&ved=0CCEQww9qFQoTCKiNuubBq8cCFcYfkAodFAMGeQ&adurl=http://www.luisaviaroma.com/brioni/men/suits/57I-3FG003/lang_EN%3Ffrom%3Dgshop%26shipto%3DUS%26shiptocurrid%3DUSD%26mkwid%3Ds_dc%26pcrid%3D45408199836%26pkw%3D%26pmt%3D


batons connected with the ladies’ foreheads, knocking them out before they 

reached Moondragon. 

 

TWO MILES WEST OF CHAMPAGNE SANDS 

 
 

NICK FURY EXPERTLY piloted the SHIELD flying car over the crystal clear 

tropical waters towards Champagne Sands. His rough hands gripped the steering 

column as he made slight adjustments to keep the vessel balanced. The lumbering 

creature in the backseat of the high-tech convertible kept moving around as it 

tinkered with the dishwasher-sized quantum scanner now in its possession. 

“You’re messing up the upholstery back there, K’os. Can’t you sit still?” 

 

K’os grimaced as he calibrated the regional scope analyzer with the location 

matrix decipherer. “One trillion dollars’ worth of hardware at your disposal and 

you decide on the Yugo of flying vessels to transport us here.” 

 

“Shaddup!” the Director of SHIELD yelled. “This baby has some nice surprises in 

her. You just locate that Incursion Vessel and Spider-Woman while you’re at it. 

Still can’t figure out why she fell off the grid. I’ll worry about everything else.” 

BLEEP! BLEEP! BLEEP! “Speaking of which...the car just detected a Hydra 

Terror Carrier chilling in the bath in between us and the island. This is gonna’ get 

sticky.” 

 

HYDRA TERROR CARRIER 

 

THE TERROR CARRIER commander looked at agent 479. “Don’t think that just 

because the cosmic anomaly is fortuitously heading directly for us that you will 

escape my wrath.” 

 



Oly gulped. He was a dead man. There was no way Enigma could keep her 

promise. But, at least his family was heading for the safety of Latveria.  

 

The commander pointed at the view screen that showed the incoming flying car. It 

zoomed in on K’os, the source of the signal. Then the camera shifted and locked 

onto the face of Nick Fury. “Oh. This is indeed a blessed day for me. Capture the 

cosmic anomaly and Nick Fury. I will be Hydra’s Supreme Commander by day’s 

end! Listen well, gunners. I want them captured alive. Suppressive fire on my 

mark. Force them onto that beach and have a contingent of agents ready. Fire!” 

 

THE FLYING CAR 

 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

 

“Here we go!” Fury yelled as he tried to outmaneuver the merciless barrage of 

ballistics! The blast forced him to fly low toward the beachhead. “Dammit! 

They’re pinning us down, corralling us like a bunch of stupid cows. At least they 

ain’t killed us yet,” he said as the controls shuddered under his grip.  

 

K’os picked up the quantum scanner and leapt from the car. He mumbled to 

himself as he flew under the bombardment and bee-lined for Psi-Fi HQ. “Why on 

earth would the leader of SHIELD select a humiliatingly ineffective flying car as 

opposed to a Helicarrier to effect such a crucial mission…?” He jinked left past a 

ballistic explosion POOM! and into the lush green jungles of Champagne Sands. 

“...vile Gamemaster,” he cursed as he entered the canopy. 

 

CHATTING’S OFFICE 

 

THE BLONDE AUSTRIAN financier scanned the room from left to right. The bodies 

of his martial art-trained security force comprised of the hottest females on the 

planet lay strewn all over the grandiose office. His ex-wife, Jessica Drew, 

SHIELD super-agent, stood in a smashing outfit staring at him like death warmed 

over; Moondragon worked the computer trying to access the system; Enigma 

picked up two knives from an unconscious secretary; the Skrull picked up a 

katana and gun belt; Asa stepped over another set of groaning girls and peered 

into the smashed liquor cabinet. There was one bottle left unharmed. He picked it 

up. “Wow. Pappy Van Winkle’s Family Reserve. 23 year old. There’s only six 

cases of this left in the world.” 

 

“And I own five of them,” Chatting said. “You know your bourbons. But you 

don’t know when you are outmatched.” He looked outside. The Hydra Terror 

Carrier was lighting up the day sky with a massive bombardment.  “I could call in 

another army of secretaries at any moment if I choose to do so. Jessica, tell your 

friends to stand down before I stop being a gentleman. You know how things tend 

to get ugly when my enterprises are threatened.” His eyes sharpened as he looked 

at the distraught woman. 



 

The room tensed. Jessica hesitated. Her gaze cut across these superhuman freaks. 

They had certainly screwed up her last twenty-four hours. She moved slowly 

toward Moondragon. The bald woman ceased trying to hack PsiFi’s computers for 

a moment. Even without her telepathic powers, she could sense the impending 

threat. She faced off against Jessica. 

 

Then, moving with the speed of a trained SHIELD super-agent, Drew lunged 

forward. Moondragon flinched into a defensive stance but was surprised when 

Jessica zipped by her, grabbed Chatting by the neck, and slammed the man 

WHAM! against the large office window. “Listen to me, you nimby-flipped punk! 

I didn’t go through years of training to get mind-warped by some billionaire Stark 

wanna-be.” 

 

Chatting couldn’t utter a word. The woman’s grip, though not superhuman due to 

his power dampening office, was like a steel vise. He struggled to breath and 

scratched at her arms to seek release. All to no avail. 

 

“I am not your b@#%%. I am not your wife. I am an agent of SHIELD. And if 

you don’t get us to that Incursion vessel this instant, you will be a cripple.” Jessica 

added an additional SLAM to punctuate her sentence as the muscles in Chatting’s 

neck began to crunch. 

 

“Okay, then,” Moondragon smiled as she went back to hacking the computers. 

 

Enigma held the two knives in each hand, strode towards Chatting, leaped over 

the desk, and landed right next to Spider-Woman. She aimed the blades right at 

the man’s precious assets. “If you’re gone, everything you worked for goes too. 

We just want the vessel.” She wanted to keep her word and save Oly too. But she 

had to keep her cool. “Spider-Woman, hold him still. Countdown time. 

Four…three...two…” 

 

“Okayokayokay.” Chatting held up his hand still suspended by Jessica’s steely 

grip. “No need to get savage. (Did I mention how hot you chicks are?)” 

 

Jessica slammed him up against the window one more time as Enigma jabbed the 

blades precariously close to his manhood. 

 

Chatting forced a smile. “Fine.” 

 

BEACHED 

 

FURY SURFACED FROM the water hacking and coughing up seawater. “Dang 

blamed stinkin’ #$%^&% Hydra ballistics…” A ballistic blast hit too close to the 

SHIELD flying car and put its computers on the fritz. It landed in the sink. It sank 

like a log. He swam like a fish. He hit the sand and scooted to the safety of some 



underbrush. He pulled out his sidearm and held it close to his chest. Felt like 

Normandy 1945 all over again. 

 

He looked out at the water. The Terror Carrier’s guns quieted down. Then he 

heard them. He looked over the sand dune and saw a batch of clumsy Hydra 

agents lumbering down the beach in his direction. They were receiving 

coordinates over their radios. They were looking for him, no doubt. He was far 

from wherever the heck he was supposed to be. Now, Nick had the choice of 

either fighting or avoiding these punks.  He chose fight.  

 

Fury pulled out a second sidearm and 

waited for the agents to be nearly on 

top of him. Then, he rolled over the 

dune landing smack dab in the center 

of the bakers’ dozen. Before they 

could respond PIF he unleashed PIF 

a circular PIF PIF barrage of PIF 

gunfire from his PIF two expertly 

aimed PIF PIF sidearms dispatching 

PIF PIF the goons before PIF they 

could even PIF aim their weapons 

PIF!  

 

“Mother #%#%^*%! I stormed 

Normandy,” he declared as he went 

running into the jungles of 

Champagne Sands.  

 

CHATTING'S PERSONAL TOUR  
 

CHATTING ESCORTED THE strange 

septet of heroes down a clean spiral 

staircase into the depths of his high-

tech HQ.  

 

Enigma asked Moondragon, “Any luck with the computers?” 

 

“No. Perhaps with a little more time…” Moondragon found herself confounded 

by the multiple redundant systems built into the computer’s firewall. She was one 

of the most brilliant minds on the planet. Still, she would have needed several 

uninterrupted minutes to even stand a minute chance of success.  

 

 



 

Chatting took the 

uncanny crew into the 

bowels of his base and 

into a large underground 

workshop. They all 

spread out. Jessica 

seemed especially 

agitated. That is where they all saw it...the Incursion Vessel. Stronghold’s neck 

extended slightly to get a better look. The house-sized vessel was suspended 

amidst catwalk and scaffolding and surrounded by hundreds of robotic probes and 

scanners that emitted blue lasers. White steam billowed from coolant tubes 

attached to the vessel’s surface. The smooth, disc-shaped vessel stood out as the 

center of attention amidst the plethora of other advanced equipment in the 

spacious area.  

 

“Well, here it is. Little good it will do unless your ally, the cosmic anomaly, 

arrives. I could care less if Hydra delivers him to my doorstep or if we invite him 

to a bar mitzvah in my cousin’s honor. There is no opening this baby without 

him,” Chatting said. 

 

Enigma held firmly to her knives as she looked around to see if there was 

anything of use. Zilch. She wasn’t a techie. She couldn’t make heads or tails of 

this high-tech lab. She cast a dismayed glance over to Moondragon. Was their 

only hope really K’os? And she couldn’t stop thinking of Oly.  

 

Asa had carried the Pappy with them and had two glasses. He poured three fingers 

in each and offered one to Chatting. He was making a supreme effort to not think 

about Tetsua and just get through this mission. He was not looking forward to 

seeing K’os. He said to Chatting, “How about you turn off your tech so we can 

use our powers? I mean, since you’re being all helpful? Then we can drink to our 

newfound friendship?” 

 

“Wish I could. Well, not really,” Chatting admitted as he took a swig of the good 

stuff. “The entire base is encoded to my genetic frequency. Some of my 

installations have the deactivation option. However, as long as you are in these 

walls, no powers.” 

 

Moondragon kindly took the bottle from Asa and poured each man another shot. 

“Then let’s talk business.” 

 

IN THE JUNGLE... 
 

THE FRAGRANT JUNGLE was replete with animal life, many species native to this 

small island located in the middle of the Pacific. K’os barely disturbed the flora 

and fauna as he flew through the canopy, skillfully dodging thick outcroppings of 



tree limbs, vines, and flitting birds. He held the bulky quantum scanner in his 

hands. He noticed that the sound of the Terror Carrier’s cannons had died down. 

Did Nick Fury survive? There was no time to think about that now. He was more 

worried about his actual teammates in ΩFORCE and why Spider-Woman had not 

reported in. 

 

Through a small break in the trees he glimpsed the alabaster walls of the base. He 

held up the quantum scanner. The anomalous post-Incursion radiations were 

definitely coming from somewhere in the immense structure. K’os lumbered out 

of the jungle and into a clearing that butted up to a tall white wall. A paved road 

tucked up against the building and weaved around the structure. This area was 

quiet. It had a large set of doors where the road ended.  

 

Suddenly, the doors opened. K’os eyes adjusted to the shadowed innards of the 

building. Three individuals were standing on the other side of the door. He 

recognized their faces from his experiences in the old universe. Jessica Drew. She 

was out of costume and looked frazzled. Chatting Marks, one of Asa Hawke’s old 

running buddies. And, finally, and perhaps more confounding, Asa Hawke 

himself. But was this a new version of the Corinthian? 

 

Asa kept a straight face as he said, “Another new body, you old Romulan bastard. 

What? Still no rocket boots?” 

 

K’os smirked. That answered that. 

 

MOMENTS LATER AFTER RETURNING TO THE INCURSION VESSEL... 
 

MOONDRAGON AND STRONGHOLD were happy to see K’os as he entered the large 

space. Stronghold patted his ally’s back.  Jessica was bringing K’os up to speed. 

“Chatting here runs PsiFi International. They produce technology that can 

depower superhumans. He claims to use it only for defensive applications.” 

 

“Depower superhumans,” K’os repeated. He looked at Chatting. “I like you.” 

 

Jessica continued. “Chatting captured the Incursion vessel and hasn’t been able to 

open it. You have a similar quantum signature. So he was hoping that you would 

be the key to unlocking this mystery. He hired Hydra to bring you in. But Asa just 

worked a deal with Chatting that changes things significantly.” 

 

“Yes. I never thought of having a crew of specialists dedicated to screening 

potential clients.” Chatting said as he gestured at the gathered heroes. But then he 

noticed something was off. “Where’s Enigma?” 

 

Everyone looked around. K’os caught Asa’s eye. Asa said, “Different Enigma. 

Same tactics. She’ll be fine. So what next?” 

 



Stronghold excitedly gossiped to K’os. “Chatting is Spider-Woman’s ex-

husband.” 

 

Jessica glared. K’os shrugged. “I have no time for such affairs of the heart,” he 

said as set down the quantum scanner and aimed it directly at the Incursion vessel. 

“Interesting. This vessel is undoubtedly pre-Incursion, just like me.” His hands 

began to glow blue as his cosmic energies began to harmonize with the ship’s 

radiations. 

 

Asa whispered to Moondragon. “He still has powers in here? Unlike us. How?” 

 

Moondragon’s eyebrow raised. She was originally assigned by her people, the 

Eternals, to mentor K’os as he transformed into a cosmic being. “Chatting’s 

technology only affects humans. It seems anything left of the DNA of Tacitus Rex 

dissipated as K’os was born into this new universe. He is in the first phase of his 

existence as a true cosmic being.” 

 

“Ugh.” Asa placed his head in his hand. “As if his ego wasn’t big enough 

already.” 

 

“This will be an interesting evolution to watch,” Moondragon said. 

 

ZZZZHHHAM! The room experienced a violent shudder as a red pulse of energy 

emanated from the Incursion vessel. The 

mini-earthquake brought pieces of the 

ceiling down all around the room and 

cracked the floor. *EVOLUTION!* 

Everyone heard the voice in their head and 

screamed. 

 

K’os and Moondragon were the only 

persons able to decipher what was 

happening. The presence of K’os served as 

an alarm to the vessel or its inhabitant. It 

was awake. And it was born forth in an 

explosive fury! KADA-BOOM! 

 

And after the deadly explosion subsided, 

there was only the towering figure of none 

other than the High Evolutionary… 
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